
How Many Parts Can Be Printed from 1 kg of Filament? 

We are often asked “How many parts can you make from a 1 kg roll of filament?”. This is an impossible ques-

tion to answer due to the type of parts that can be made and the many build strategies that can be applied 

to a part. The array of parts in the above  photos totals 48, some of which are components of a final build like 

the 18” tall rocket, the airship and the nautilus gears. All of these parts were made from a single 1kg roll of 

blue PLA. The build time on the 18” rocket was 32 1/2 hours and the rook to the left of the rocket had a build 

time of 8 Hours and 10 min. The total build time of all of the parts was 84 hours and the programs were run 

back-to-back without a clogged nozzle, part curling or other failure of any kind.  

So are you are looking for reliability, accuracy, performance, quality and economy with the ability to print in  

multiple materials without the requirement to purchase expensive cartridge filaments nor the need to use 

disposable build plates nor pay for expensive yearly service and maintenance agreements? Then your choice 

is the Fablicator 3D Printer, a game changer!   



Stock 1.75 mm High Quality Filaments 

PLA,ABS, PETG,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

1KG Spools in 12 Colors: 

Black, White, Sky Blue, Dark Blue, Red, Pink, Yellow, Green 

Orange, Gray and Coffee Brown in all three materials.  

Plus in PLA & PETG Transparent is available and Purple in ABS.   

All Standard material  can be purchased in single spools or in 12 unit mixed 
case. Mixed case is made up  of 4 each ABS, PLA and PETG in 4 different colors. 

*Please contact us directly regarding specialty filament types, availability and 
cost. 

For More Information Please Contact Us:  

sales@fablicator.com   610-349-1358  Offices @ 215 N. 8th Street  Allentown, PA 18102        


